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Moving into a new home should be one of life's pleasures. Instead, for many it turns into a nightmare with defective
construction and broken promises.
Fortunately, we have the Ontario New Homes Warranty Act which specifiesthe warranties to be provided by builders to
their customers.
Unfortunately, that Iegislation is policed by a private corporation, Tarion Warranty Corporation (formerly known as
Ontario New Home Warranty Program) appointed by the Ontario government.
Tarion has come under criticism from Ontario Ombudsman, Andre Marin, and the organization Canadians for Properly
Built Homes.
Marin has pointed out that, rightly or wrongly, Tarion is seen as a "puppet" of home builders. He believes Tarion is a
"chronic underperformer" and wants oversight over it while the CPBH site lists numerous proposals for the reform of
Tarion and its policies.
A recent decision of the Ontario Divisional Court has reminded Tarion that the warranty legislation "is clearly remedial
consumer protection legislation."
Yet Tarion has often taken the side of the builder and assumed an adversarial role with purchasers.
One of the worst examples of Tarion's failures revolves around what has been called the Shuman or the Values Test. This
test is named after a home buyer, Dr. Earl Shuman, who failed in his attempt to get Tarion to enforce and comply with the
ONHWA legislation.
Shuman hired a builder to construct a home. While the builder supplied and constructed all of the house's major systems
including the foundation, Shuman undertook some of the work including the plumbing fixtures, light fixtures, locks,
bathroom mirrors, floor coveringsand cabinets.He later agreedto supply expensivefieldstoneforthe exterior.
Tarion denied coveragefor the builder's defective work -- everything from grading to drainage to water infiltration initially stating the warranty claim was submitted too late. When Shuman appealed to the Commercial Registration
Appeal Tribunal (CRAT) arguing he had made the warranty claim on a timely basis, Tarion countered that Shuman was
not entitled to coveragebecauseShuman's expensestotalled z5% of the value of the work.
In effect, Tarion argued Shuman was his own builder and therefore Tarion had no responsibility for the real builder.
Of course, using any numerical test is nonsensical becauseit ignores the nature of the work done by the builder and
focuses solely on what the homeowner paid on his own; yet CRAT acceptedthe numerical argument which became known
as the Shuman Test. Subsequentlyother homeowners have had their claims denied through the use of the Shuman Test.
Shuman was unsuccessfulin several appeal attempts. The best he could get was a judicial acknowledgment of Tarion's
"shabby and contradictory treatment".
Frustrated by his losses,Shuman sued Tarion and others for misconduct in t999 and Iost in a motion to dismiss the action
as an abuse of process.The court ruled he was trying to relitigate issues he had already lost. He was ordered to pay about
$75,ooo in legalfeesof the winning side. He refusedto pay and was jailed for sevendays.
Undaunted, he continues his fight. He has filed a complaint with the Ontario Provincial Police claiming illegalities and has
asked his MP and MPP to initiate a public inquiry. I have no doubt these overtures will also fail. After all, Shuman is
fighting a r7-year-old battle.
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Still, I wonder why Tarion never prosecuted Shuman's builder for failing to be registered
register as a builder' And why
lhey have prosecuted individuals who have resold housesthey never occupied for failing to
why were so many people
did Tarion first create and then apply the Shuman Test to the detriment of many home owners?
recorded, making it more
and judges taken in by the fallacy of the shuman Test? And why wasn't the entire CRAT hearing
difficult for Shuman to aPPeal?
he received
To his credit, Howard Bogach, new president and CEo of Tarion, has apologizedto Shuman for the treatment
in the early 199o's.
by Tarion's lawyers.
Bogach has also acknowledgedthe fallacy of the Shuman Test and has agreed it will no longer be used
But Tarion has not yet agreedto provide compensation to Shuman'
not holding my
Justice dictates that all those who suffered through the use of the Shuman Test be compensated' I'm
breath. Neither should Dr. Shuman who still lives in the same home and continues to fight.
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